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Abstract. Image retrieval, using either content or text-based techniques, does
not match up to the current quality of standard text retrieval. One possible
reason for this mismatch is the semantic gap – the terms by which images are
indexed do not accord with those imagined by users querying image databases.
In this paper we set out to describe how geography might help to index the
where facet of the Pansofsky-Shatford matrix, which has previously been
shown to accord well with the types of queries users make. We illustrate these
ideas with existing (e.g. identifying place names associated with a set of
coordinates) and novel (e.g. describing images using land cover data)
techniques to describe images and contend that such methods will become
central as increasing numbers of images become georeferenced.
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1 Introduction and motivation

1.1 Image retrieval and the semantic gap
The performance of image retrieval systems is currently recognized as lagging behind
that of text retrieval in terms of both the quality of the results returned for individual
queries and the overall ubiquitousness of image retrieval techniques as a first port of
call for search for a particular illustration [11]. The two main approaches to image
retrieval – content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and retrieval of images based on text
surrogates [13] have significant limitations. In general, CBIR techniques work best
within domains where the expected structures and forms of the images are limited, for
example in the retrieval of medical images [7]. However, at the time of writing, CBIR
is not in a state where it can be applied to large collections of what might be termed
“general photographs”, such as those typically held in large stock image collections.
Text-based image retrieval (TBIR) is predicated on the use of appropriate terms to
describe an image. These terms can be drawn from a range of possible sources,
including terms freely chosen by indexers [1]; terms selected by indexers from some
controlled keyword list and text thought to be related to the content of an image (e.g.

figure captions or filenames associated with images embedded in documents).
Although in principle images annotated in such a way are amenable to identical
approaches to those applied in full text document search, the quality of TBIR is
handicapped by the quality of the annotation. This appears to be primarily due to the
relative sparseness of the description of an image, which will tend to be based on the
purpose for which the image itself was being indexed and the cultural background of
the indexer. This in turn means that image search requires that users are, for example,
familiar with the controlled keyword lists used to describe images or that they have
similar backgrounds and expectations to those describing images with free text. A
similar mismatch between user expectations and indexing methods has been identified
in the context of CBIR, where it is termed the semantic gap. Smeulders et al. [24]
defined this gap as follows:
“…the lack of coincidence between the information that one can extract from the
visual data and the interpretation that the same data have for a user in a given
situation.” (p.1353)
In effect, the key problem with image search is centered on this mismatch between
the data describing content and the expectations of those searching for content. In
contrast to document search, both CBIR and TBIR index images using proxies for
content, which it is hoped will describe the images indexed as fully as possible. Thus,
a key challenge in image retrieval must be to develop methods which will describe
images in as universal and rich a way as possible, in order to bridge this semantic gap.
1.2 Describing images
Clearly, if we wish to describe images universally, we must first formalize the ways
in which images may be described. Shatford [21] set out to do exactly this, refining
the work of Pansofsky to develop the Pansofsky-Shatford facet matrix (Table 1). This
matrix contains three levels, termed the specific of, the generic of and about. Each of
these levels has four associated facets: who, what, where and when. We will term
individual entries in the matrix (e.g. “who/specific of”) as elements.
Table 1. The Pansofsky-Shatford facet matrix (Shatford [21], p. 49)
Facets
Who?

What?
Where?

When?

Specific Of
Individually named
persons, animals,
things
Individually named
events
Individually named
geographic locations
Linear time; dates or
periods

Generic Of
Kinds of persons,
animals, things
Actions, conditions
Kind of place
geographic or
architectural
Cyclical time;
seasons, time of day

About
Mythical beings, abstraction
manifested or symbolised
by objects or beings
Emotions, abstractions
manifested by actions
Places symbolised,
abstractions manifest by
locale
Emotions or abstraction
symbolised by or manifest
by

The Pansofsky-Shatford matrix has been extensively used in information science,
particularly in the classification of image queries. For example, Armitage and Enser
[3] examined queries posed to a number of image libraries, and allocated each query
to one or more elements of the matrix (e.g. the query “Churchill’s funeral” is
allocated to the “specific of/ what” element). Armitage and Enser demonstrated that
both the “specific of” and “generic of” levels were commonly used in queries
submitted to image archives, whilst those represented by the more abstract “about”
level were rarely identified.
The matrix suggests a variety of ways in which images might be queried or
indexed. For example, CBIR techniques capable of face recognition [26] might allow
us to annotate the “specific of/ who” element (a picture of Jim), whilst CBIR
techniques capable of face spotting [30] would allow annotation of the “generic of/
who” element (a picture of some people). Moreover, the matrix also suggests how
proxy data might be profitably be used to help us describe images – for instance use
of a time-stamp and location associated with an image and a local almanac would
allow generation of annotation related to the “generic of/ when” (a picture at night).
Such tools, taking account of ancillary information to annotate images have been
developed as part of, for example, the MediAssist and NameSet projects [21, 20, 19].
The where facet is, we would argue, particularly interesting and relevant to image
annotation for a number of reasons. Firstly, previous studies have shown that location
is an important element in both indexing and searching for images (e.g. [3]).
Secondly, the volume and content of spatial data describing the semantics of locations
has grown exponentially in recent years, providing a wide variety of potential sources
of ancillary data to describe the where facet. Thirdly, and crucially, images
increasingly carry information related to where within metadata created at the time of
capture, storing at a minimum a set of image coordinates, but potentially also
information about the camera’s orientation (azimuth, pitch and roll).
In this paper we aim to briefly introduce ideas from existing work on the notion of
place from a geographic perspective, which provides a potential theoretical
framework in considering how location can be used to annotate images. We then
explore existing work from a variety of research areas which has attempted to
described locations and introduce ongoing research within the European Project
Tripod which aims specifically to describe images through their location. All of this
research is positioned within the framework of the where facet of the PansofskyShatford matrix which we contend, together with an understanding of place, will
allow us to address challenge of developing methods to richly and universally
describe images.

2 Geographic perspectives on place
The explosion of devices which are location aware and of resources which contain
references to location has led to a wide variety of research in, for example, LocationBased Services and Geographic Information Retrieval. In general, much of this
research has been dominated by researchers from computing, information and
geographic information science and has paid relatively little attention to more

theoretical work deriving mainly from human geography. This has in turn, led to a
conflation of terminology with location, place and space being used interchangeably
by many researchers and generally being considered to be represented by the
assignment of a set of geometric coordinates or a toponym1 to a resource.
However, in geography place is considered to lie at one end of a continuum of
viewpoints with the other extreme being space. Place relates geography to human
existence, experiences and interaction and therefore cannot be considered as purely an
abstract property of a set of geometric coordinates [9]. Space on the other hand
encompasses a more abstract and objective geometric view of the world, such as is
typically encoded in spatial data stored in computers. Thus a key challenge in
describing images is to include not only the objective and geometric notion of space
but also the more subjective and potentially everyday idea of place.

3 Methods to describe where
We set out here to consider a range of methods to achieve our aim of describing both
space and place, and consider how these methods can be positioned within the
Pansofsky-Shatford matrix. These methods can be considered to be a means of
addressing many of the issues set out by Egenhofer in his discussion of a semantic
geospatial web [7].
3.1 Methods to describe “where/ specific of”
“Where/ specific of” is characterized in the Pansofsky-Shatford matrix as the use of
terms describing “individually named geographic locations”. Thus, a caption which
associates a toponym with an image (e.g. “A church in Bristol” can be considered to
be describing this matrix element. An initial challenge in deriving image metadata
from geographic information is therefore simply to find the most appropriate toponym
to describe an image. This task at first seems trivial, requiring a database lookup to
identify the nearest place name from a gazetteer2 and applying the selected toponym
to the image. However, typical gazetteer data will include objects of widely varying
granularities (varying from individual houses to the centroids of large administrative
regions) and representing very different feature types (from mountain summits to the
names of individual pubs). Research on salience in navigation, that is to say
perceptually or cognitively prominent objects, has an important role to play in
deciding which toponym is most appropriate in the labeling of an image. However, to
date most research in this area has focused on objects of similar, relatively fine
granularities which are appropriate to navigational systems.
Naaman et al.[20] took the problem of identifying appropriate toponyms to
describe images one step further, and asked the question, “given a set of diverse
geographic coordinates, find a textual name that describes them best”. Their system,
1
2

Toponyms are names allocated to some location on the Earth’s surface
A gazetteer is a dictionary of toponyms, usually with associated coordinates and a hierarchy
of related toponyms

NameSet, identified appropriate toponyms from a polygon-based dataset by testing
for containment within regions such as cities and parks and nearby cities. They
included a proxy for salience by using what they termed the “Google count” (number
of documents in Google that match a query word) and the population for individual
city names to weight distances, allowing locations with larger populations and higher
Google counts to have a larger zone of influence.
Typically when we describe locations we do so with qualifiers which represent the
spatial relationship between the object of interest and the referencing toponym. These
spatial relationships may be metric (10 km from Edinburgh), directional (north of
Berlin), topological (in Belgium) or vague (near Bern). In practice, combinations of
spatial relationships in natural language are used to reduce ambiguity and refine
information (e.g. 10 km east of Edinburgh on the A1 road). Representing metric
spatial relationships is straightforward and was implemented in the NameSet
prototype [20]. However, the representation of vague spatial relationships is less
trivial and requires development of both computational techniques to represent and
process vagueness and empirical research to identify how people use spatial
relationships [29].
Typically, in everyday language we commonly use vernacular names which are
not found in gazetteers and whose spatial extent is ill-defined [18]. This problem has
been recognized by those working on administrative gazetteers as a pressing issue
[14]. Recent research has used datamining techniques to identify toponyms with
entries in gazetteers which co-occur with known vernacular names and to define
potential spatial extents related to vernacular names [16]. However, most work has so
far addressed relatively large regions (such as Mid-Wales or the South of France),
though work is currently ongoing on the automated identification and definition of
vernacular names with finer granularities [22]. The techniques so far developed have
not reached a level of accuracy such that they can be used to automatically generate
appropriate vernacular names for any given set of coordinates, and also do not address
the issue of identifying vernacular names.
3.2 Methods to describe “where/ generic of”
The “where/generic of” element of the Pansofsky-Shatford matrix is characterized as
representing “kinds of geographic place or architecture”. The first task in defining
this element is therefore to understand what “kinds of geographic place or
architecture” are, before we consider how we can develop techniques to annotate
images.
A logical first step is to identify basic levels of geographic kinds – that is to say
informative exemplars which particularly characterize a geographic scene in terms of,
for example, typical attributes, types of related activities and component parts [28].
Within geography, previous research has examined the terms most commonly used as
basic levels in empirical experiments by asking subjects to give exemplars of natural
earth formations, with a number of researchers finding that “mountain” was a
particularly popular term [4, 26]. The advent of large volunteered datasets as part of
Web 2.0 gives rise to a new sources of data for investigating such questions. We have
been experimenting with data obtained from Geograph (www.geograph.org.uk), a

project with the aim to collect “geographically representative photographs and
information for every square kilometer of the UK and the Republic of Ireland.” The
project allows contributors to submit photographs representing individual 1km grid
squares, and after moderation these images are uploaded together with descriptions to
a publicly available web site. Using these data, we have identified the most commonly
given terms from a set of basic levels derived from earlier empirical research [8].
Table 2 illustrates the top 20 nouns identified in the Geograph data, together with
their frequencies in the collection. Here, we assume that a reference to a road, whilst
possibly naming a specific location (e.g. “London Road”) is also, in most cases, likely
to illustrate a generic example of the matrix element. Further work will be necessary
to test this assumption.
Table 2. Most common terms occurring in Geograph and their frequencies

45768
21119
17242
16232
16157

road
farm
lane
hill
church

15815
14737
14150
13690
12707

bridge
river
square
house
village

9892
9829
9327
9240
9234

railway
building
centre
park
footpath

9060
8563
8532
8416
8331

line
valley
station
way
track

Within the Tripod project, we are currently developing an ontology of scene types
together with their relationships, qualities, elements and related activities through a
three-pronged approach utilizing analysis of existing datasets such as Geograph,
empirical experiments where subjects are asked to describe images and a literature
study of previous work from a diverse range of fields ranging from landscape
architecture through psychology to remote sensing in order to explore how landscapes
are classified and described. This concept ontology can be seen as a description of the
“where/ generic of” and is illustrated in Fig. 1 for land cover and landforms.
Concept

Land cover
Agricultural land
crops
farmland
agriculture

Arable land
field
fields
wheat
…

Forest

Landforms
Topographic eminences

plantation
wood
woods
…
Mountains
beinn
mountain
sgurr
....

Hills
hill
down
cnoc
....

Fig. 1. Excerpt from a concept ontology – dashed lines indicate that other concepts exist at this
level, and indented terms were identified in Geograph

Our working hypothesis is that using such a concept ontology, it will be possible to
develop methods which exploit spatial data to describe “where/ generic of”. This

hypothesis can be illustrated through two examples, one exploring the identification
of land cover and land forms.
Land cover is typically described in spatial data which ensure that every location is
allocated a single land cover value. Within Europe, the CORINE project has produced
a dataset describing land cover for 12 countries at a nominal scale of 1:100000, with a
resolution of 100m. CORINE has 3 levels of description, a top level with 5 classes, an
intermediate level with 15 classes and a detailed level with 44 classes. Given either a
point location, or a bounding box it is possible to retrieve the associated land cover
classes with this location. Fig. 2 shows a set of georeferenced images taken in
Peloponnes, Greece and the land cover classes associated with the point locations of
these images. In these 3 cases, it can be seen that the land cover classes describe, to
different degrees, the content of the image. The third image which lies in coniferous
forest clearly illustrates some of the challenges of this approach. Firstly, the position
of the photographer is different from that which was photographed and the
photographer’s location may not reflect the image contents. Secondly, this image
contains two dominant land covers – natural grassland and coniferous forest, and a
method purely based on associating a point with a land cover cannot represent
multiple land covers. Thirdly, this simple approach does not consider errors either in
GPS position or classification and the likely cumulative error in the associated land
cover. The first picture illustrates a further problem – CORINE has a resolution of
100m and an associated scale of 1:100000 – therefore close-up images of objects such
as this fallen tree are not represented.

Fig. 2. Comparing Corine landcover classes with images from georeferenced images
Peloponnes, Greece

To assess more quantitatively whether this approach can represent the “where/
generic of” we carried out a preliminary study to rate the accordance of land cover

classes with images for 225 georeferenced images from Greece, Italy and the
Netherlands. For the top level descriptions (5 classes), we found that 73% of land
cover classes had a good or fair accordance with the images whilst for the detailed
descriptions (44 classes) 47% of land cover classes had a good or fair accordance with
the images.
Although data sets describing land cover at a European scale exist, this is not the
case for land forms (e.g. mountains, valleys, plains, etc). Research to, for example,
answer the question “Which locations within this region can we delineate as
mountains?” has investigated “mountainousness” through empirical studies [25],
methods which seek to delineate features using digital elevation models (DEM)3 [15]
and methods which recognize that the scale at which one observes the surface of the
earth influences the nature of the features that can be identified [12]. At the simplest
level it is possible to assign an image whose coordinates lie at the peak of a mountain
(and thus are near to a toponym representing an object belonging to the feature class
mountain) to the class mountain. However, at what point do we move from being on a
mountain to being in a valley? Research to investigate this issue must consider
perceived properties of mountains from a particular viewpoint and aim to provide a
probability function describing the extent to which a location belongs to the class
mountain for a set of users with a particular background.
3.3 Methods to describe “where/ about”
The “where/about” element of the Pansofsky-Shatford matrix is described as
representing “places symbolized, abstractions manifest by locale”. In their analysis of
queries submitted to image libraries Armitage and Enser [3] found that the abstract
facet in general was a rarely used query form. However, they emphasized that this
result is probably related to the nature of the image archives studied, and suggested
that for stock-photo libraries providing images to, for example, advertising agencies,
abstract concepts, such as “peaceful scenes”, are important. Such qualities are good
examples of abstract properties of place and also relate closely to the geographic
notion of place as being related to experience and interaction.
Although at first glance it may appear unlikely to be possible to describe such
qualities using spatial data, there are in fact a number of examples of research to
define such qualities. For instance, a recent study in the UK has, through participative
research, firstly explored what tranquility is, and secondly attempted to map variation
in tranquility within the UK [17]. Other, similar studies have explored how qualities
such as wilderness can be modeled in space [5]. A common factor of such research is
that locations are placed on a continuous scale describing some relative quality, but
that the identification of a location as being, for instance, tranquil is dependent on the
perceptions and experiences of those who visit a location.
We have attempted to explore abstract qualities of locations which might describe
the notion of place by investigating the co-occurrence of adjectives commonly used to
3

A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is a regular, usually gridded, tessellation of space where
each grid cell represents a single height value. Attributes of topography such as gradient and
aspect can easily be derived from DEMs)

describe landscapes [6] with typical classes which we have identified in our concept
ontology (Fig 1.). For example, the following 10 adjectives were mostly commonly
used in the Geograph dataset in conjunction with the land cover class beach: sandy;
deserted; eroded; soft; rocky; warm; glacial; low; beautiful and lovely [8]. Thus, a
protypical beach picture might represent abstract qualities such as being deserted.
This property could be modeled using a similar approach to that adopted by Carver et
al. [5], using, for instance, accessibility models. Images identified as belonging to the
“where/generic of” element associated with beaches, through use of, for example,
land cover data as discussed in §3.2, might then be rated in terms of their accessibility
and thus assigned a probability of representing the abstract quality of desertion.

4 Conclusions
We have set out in this paper to consider how Text-based Image Retrieval (TBIR)
might be improved through the use of index terms describing the where facet of the
Pansofsky-Shatford matrix. We contend that such methods will become not only
possible, but indispensable, as increasing numbers of images are georeferenced4.
Indeed, we would contend that the WorldExplorer system [1], implicitly describes the
where facet of the Pansofsky-Shatford matrix by aggregating Flickr tags from
multiple users to generate useful labels for groups of pictures. We have illustrated
how a wide range of existing methods might be used to describe images not only in
terms of their locations (as represented through a set of coordinates), but also in terms
of the notion of place. Broadly speaking, methods which go beyond analyzing
notionally objective datasets, such as administrative gazetteers or land cover data, can
be considered to address place-based geography. Thus, for example, methods to
identify vernacular names or describe prototypical scene types and their qualities rely
on the development of methods which can, for instance, exploit volunteered datasets
representing experiential data. However, an important note of caution must also be
sounded here – descriptions of place derived from such datasets are inevitably
situated according to the perspective of their contributors. This in turn requires that if
we wish to develop methods describing both space and place that we do so critically.
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